Hello, I'm Robyn, and welcome to 'Heart Based Power'.
This is the third and final course in the Path to Heart Based Power', and when you enrol, you receive all
three courses, unless you choose to upgrade as you progress which is another option for you.
Having completed these three courses, you will more openly allow the feelings of ease, peace, and love
in your heart, and have experienced an energetic strengthening.
In the first course you will have activated your intuition, which provides a self-care and self-nurturing
essential to live a heart-powered life.
In the second course 'Heart Healing', you begin the process of letting go, clearing away burdens from the
past - which have no value in your future, leaving more room in your emotional body for love. You will
become confident seeking guidance from within, as you continue the practice of connecting with your
higher self and soul.
This is the perfect foundation for 'Heart Based Power' where your energy is strengthened and you open
yourself up to a new expanded heart-powered you.
You will have shed toxic situations, and relationships from the past, including past lives, meet with one
of your guides, visit the parts of your personality - to transform them into a higher expression, you will
change beliefs to ones which make you feel good, nurture and inspire you.
You will project love into parts of your body, and outwards, strengthened the master practice muscle of
'observation' where you observe situations around you, without attachment, allowing you to establish
healthy boundaries necessary for keeping your energy strengthened.
When you aim for a life with no judgments or attachments and releasing everyone to their own higher
good gives you the feeling of peace inside and is a happier way to live.
You will meet with your most radiant future five year you - your greatest and most enthusiastic
cheerleader, who will be there for you to inspire you in your path ahead.
You will awaken the 'inner healer' to keep you on track in loving and looking after your body, mind and
soul, because the more at peace you feel inside, the more you evoke that peace in those around you.
You will communicate with the level of soul with others, to help you resolve challenges - rather than
speak with their personalities, where you know the ego is likely to get triggered without elevating
anything! This is also a practice you can use to communicate with those who have passed away or are
unable to make contact with you in this life.
As your life force grows, you affect the life force of those around you, and you will find yourself cocreating and co-collaborating with the universe, as you will remember your connection with your guides
and the spiritual support you have around you.

Your light and love will be expanded out to the earth, the universe, and all beings, connecting with the
'oneness', as we humans all have souls and each soul plays a part in the multi-dimensionality which
exists beyond our human understanding.
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Link to the three courses which make up the ‘Path to Heart Based Power’
https://robynegibson.com/course/heart-based-power/

